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Abstract—Wiki systems, such as Wikipedia, provide a multitude of opportunities for large-scale online knowledge collaboration. Despite Wikipedia’s successes with the open editing model,
dissenting voices give rise to unreliable content due to conﬂicts
amongst contributors. From our perspective, the conﬂict issue
results from presenting the same knowledge to all readers, without regard for the importance of the underlying social context,
which both reveals the bias of contributors and inﬂuences the
knowledge perception of readers. Motivated by the insufﬁciency
of the existing knowledge presentation model for Wiki systems,
this paper presents TrustWiki, a new Wiki model which leverages
social context, including social background and relationship
information, to present readers with personalized and credible
knowledge. Our experiment shows, with reliable social context
information, TrustWiki can efﬁciently assign readers to their
compatible editor community and present credible knowledge
derived from that community. Although this new Wiki model
focuses on reinforcing the neutrality policy of Wikipedia, it also
casts light on the other content reliability problems in Wiki
systems, such as vandalism and minority opinion suppression.

due to the inevitable biases and idiosyncrasies of human editors. Instead of collaborating harmoniously, some individuals
attempt to dominate “their” articles and nullify all previous
edits with which they disagree, often forcing administrators to
lock down the editing access of those articles in contention.
However, this “lock” method is, by itself, also at odds with the
NPOV policy since Wikipedia administrators may subjectively
choose their own preferred article edits before locking such
articles.
Wikipedia assumes that “the articles are agreed on by
consensus”1 . This assumption treats unreliable content as a
consensus problem, and thereby posits that, while misleading
information can and will be contributed, over time the quality
will improve as editors reach consensus and the resulting
article moves toward a “stable” version. This effect works
well in reducing certain types of unreliable content, such as
vandalism, as the majority of editors are honest and responsible. However, it remains vulnerable to disputes existing in
hundreds of thousands of pages, especially those related to
contentious historical, religious and political subjects. Even if
an article appears to be “stable”, it may still retain bias, as
some earlier contributors may have preferred to throw in the
towel rather than engage in endless editing wars. With regard
to a controversial article, there could be hundreds of editors
with considerably diverse evidence, statements and viewpoints
to present. For the vulnerable reader who is unfamiliar with
a topic presented in an article, how does s/he evaluate the
credibility of information from a plethora of unknown or
anonymous editors?
Take a locked page “Muammar Gaddaﬁ” (the leader of
Libya) for example. Figure 1 shows two historical updates
which resemble one another but have obviously different sentiments and evidence: The lefthand update positively expects
the US government to restore diplomatic ties with Libya and
implies that the country is not supporting terrorism. However,
the righthand update suggests that the US government would
only restore diplomatic ties contingent upon the cessation of
Libya’s weapons of mass destruction programs. Meanwhile,

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wiki systems are widely-used online collaborative applications which allow multiple contributors from diverse backgrounds and dispersed geographic locations to collaborate in
creating and editing manuals, books, and other public knowledge bases. Among the numerous Wiki ecosystems, Wikipedia
is probably the most widely known. Its essential idea, that a
useful encyclopedia of knowledge can be created by allowing
anyone (even anonymous users) to create and edit articles,
is predicated on the principles of openness and neutrality.
This openness ideal has led to challenging administrative
problems in policing neutrality as Wikipedia has grown to
over 3.6 million articles (in English alone) and with millions
of contributors (as of June 2011). In the face of such scale,
the openness policy has invited conﬂicts, or the inclusion
of bias, debate, and abuse inside Wikipedia articles covering
controversial topics.
The organization behind Wikipedia regards the concept of
maintaining a neutral point of view (NPOV) as one of its
founding principles. However, opening unrestricted editing
access to everyone makes this lofty goal overly optimistic
978-0-7695-4578-3/11 $26.00 © 2011 IEEE
DOI
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meaningful to different readers. Moreover, if the knowledge
selection process is customizable by readers, they will better
be able to judge the credibility of knowledge content and
thereby improve the quality of what is presented inside the
system. As a result, unreliable content subjected to conﬂicts
or vandalism could be mitigated, since the importance of
these contributions would be reduced when being presented
to socially-incompatible readers.
The goal of this paper is to solve conﬂicts in Wiki systems
as discussed above. Our approach balances reader preference
for socially compatible knowledge with opposing viewpoints
by tuning the knowledge presentation layer. Assuming that the
social information of Wiki editors and readers are available,
we formally deﬁne the problem as follows:
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Fig. 1.

Two Historical Updates on the Page of Muammar al-Gaddaﬁ

Problem. In an open editing mode of a large Wiki system,
how can we leverage social context information among readers
and editors to reveal the underlying debates, provide personalized content, and present trustworthy knowledge to different
readers?

the right update also puts forth evidence that denounces
Libya’s autocracy as further supporting terrorism. Both editors
are anonymous. Which update should be more trusted? While
Wikipedia authorizes administrators to evaluate opinions and
evidence on some controversial topics2 , there are no guarantees that these “experts” will completely avoid personal bias
and present universally fair viewpoints to readers.
There are some previous research efforts studying the
conﬂict problem in Wikipedia[22], [11], [12]. However, their
efforts focus on analyzing and visualizing conﬂict patterns
rather than redressing the problem. In this paper, our primary
focus is instead the subtler problem of resolving and ﬁxing
conﬂicted viewpoints in the article content, which remains a
problem lacking an effective solution.
In our view, the ongoing presence of such dilemmas in
Wikipedia reveals that the conﬂicts are not a consensus
problem (as Wikipedia has been assuming), but rather they
are due to the presentation of knowledge uniformly to all
readers, irrespective of their social context. In other words, the content quality problems originating from conﬂicting
viewpoints in Wikipedia are due to a failure to account for
social backgrounds and interactions between contributors. The
importance, trustworthiness, and compatibility of the same
pieces of information vary signiﬁcantly to users with different
social contexts. The diversity of social contexts stretches
across many variables, such as social relationships, cultural
factors, ethnicity, education, and other human factors. In reality, when facing the dilemma of conﬂicting information, people
tend to believe friends or authorities with whom common
values and/or similar social backgrounds are shared. However,
these social context factors are overlooked in the knowledge
presentation layer of traditional Wiki systems where content
is presented uniformly to all readers.
We assert that if more editor/contributor social context information behind contributed content such as editor background,
friendships, and interactions were considered when presenting
knowledge to different readers, it would guide the Wiki system
to better decide what pieces of knowledge are important and

We therefore introduce a new Wiki model, TrustWiki,
which integrates data mining techniques to reveal the opposing
groups of a controversial topic and present credible knowledge
to readers consistent with their social context. The uniqueness
of this paper rests on the customization of the presentation
layer of online knowledge representation systems by incorporating social context to prioritize compatible information
for each reader. In addition this approach offers a solution
for redressing other misbehavior in Wiki systems, such as
vandalism and minority opinion suppression.
The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. First, Section II
introduces the solution, TrustWiki, and its key components.
Next, Section III demonstrates the effectiveness of TrustWiki
by three case studies, two of which are taken from controversial Wikipedia articles, with another taken from a contentious
debate surrounding a New York Times article. Section IV
further discusses the implementation of TrustWiki and its
inﬂuence on the other Wiki problems. After reviewing related
work in Section V, we summarize our conclusions and discuss
next steps in Section VI.
II. T RUST W IKI C ORE M ODEL
To reveal the conﬂicts and present credible knowledge,
TrustWiki requires three components: ﬁrst, the construction
of an appropriate social context is fundamental to uncover
the hidden factors behind contributed knowledge; second, an
efﬁcient algorithm is necessary to identify editor communities
which have diverged from each other; and ﬁnally, a readable and customizable knowledge presentation layer reﬂecting
reader-compatible or desired “credible” viewpoints. In this
section, the three components will be explained in detail.
A. Social Similarity Network Construction
The elements of social context include relationships, interactions, gender, ethnicity, education, profession, and the
communities in which we live. In TrustWiki, we separate these

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators
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elements into two segments and represent each segment with a
separate network. The ﬁrst segment of social context is interpersonal social information, such as afﬁnity, relationship and
other forms of interaction, which we refer to as the trust network. We avoid using the term “friendship network”, because
we consider friendship as an non-directional relationship, but
trust as a directional relationship. The second segment is
individual social information, such as culture and background,
where edges are imparted between two individuals who share
background features in common, such as identical ethnicity,
or common education. We refer to this latter network as the
background network.
Thus, TrustWiki constructs a trust network using interpersonal social information and a background network using
individual biographical features. Let us leave the source of
social context information to Section IV-A. Assuming that
we have already acquired the two kinds of social context
information, we now focus on the functions and maintenance
of the two networks separately.
Suppose we have a trust network Gt (V, E) with users
represented by vertices and weighted edges simulating the
relationship intensity and interaction among users. In our
model, this forms a fully connected directional graph. In
Gt (V, E), edge weights are determined by trust intensity and
are inﬂuenced by user interactions. There are many possible
methods to evaluate the trust intensity from ui to uj . Without
loss of generality, we propose a simple measure herein to
calculate and update trust values. Every user ui keeps track
of a trust value trust(ui , uj ) ∈ [0, 1] to another user uj . By
default, the trust value trust(ui , uj ) is initialized as α (e.g.,
0.5 in our experiments) if ui has never provided feedback to
uj ’s editing. If ui ’s feedback to uj ’s editing is γ, the trust
value from ui to uj is dynamically refreshed as:
trust(ui , uj ) + γ
trust(ui , uj ) =
2

1.0 positive feedback
γ=
0.0 negative feedback

introduced a categorical similarity measure, which assigns a
higher similarity to rare matches, and lower similarity to rare
mismatches. The only limitation of the Anderberg measure
is that each object may only possess a single value on an
attribute. TrustWiki adapts the Anderberg measure to accept
multiple-value attributes. If Nm denotes the count of all
attribute values having appeared on the mth category, and
pm (Ak ) denotes the probability of the attribute value Ak
in the mth category, pm (Ak ) can therefore be computed by
dividing the frequency of Ak (denoted by f (Ak )) with Nm as
in Equation 2:
f (Ak )
(2)
pm (Ak ) =
Nm
For two instances X and Y , TrustWiki computes their
similarity as Equation 3 shows:
d
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(3)
where
U m = Xm ∩ Y m
Vm = X m ∪ Y m − X m ∩ Y m

(4)

Wm = Xm ∪ XY
and Xm , Ym are respectively the values sets of X and Y on
the mth category.
Similar with respect to the Anderberg measure, this adapted
measure likewise assigns higher similarity to rare matches, and
lower similarity to rare mismatches. The range of S(X, Y ) is
[0, 1].
To take advantage of both trust network and background
network, we use a measure named “social similarity” in
TrustWiki, which linearly combines both similarity measures
as described in Equation 5:

(1)

social sim(ui , uj ) = θ1 ×trust(ui , uj )+θ2 ×S(ui , uj ) (5)

That is, the more positive feedback ui gives to uj , the higher
trust(ui , uj ) will be, implying the accrual of preference of ui
for uj ’s editing.
Aside from the trust network, the background network also
plays an important role in knowledge acceptance. Social background, such as gender, ethnicity, nationality, profession, and
other similar factors potentially produce viewpoint divergence
among people. We assume that, even without direct friendship,
two people with similar social backgrounds are more likely to
agree on a controversial issue than two people with different
social backgrounds. To be noted here, most social background
values are categorical values, rather than numeric values. The
key characteristic of a categorical attribute is that the values are
not inherently ordered. For example, the category of “Geography” may contain values like “California”, “Massachusetts”,
and so on. To calculate the background similarity of two users,
a categorical similarity measure is required. Anderberg[2]

with θ1 + θ2 = 1.
Social similarity can be therefore seen as the weighted
combination of both trust network and background network
similarities. If we consider social similarity as a directional
relationship, we build a new graph Gsocial (V, E) which uniﬁes
both interpersonal and individual social context information.
B. Discovery of Credible and Compatible Editors
We turn our attention now to evaluating the importance and
compatibility of knowledge information to different readers
based on their social context.
In our approach, we analyze editors rather than articles
due to current limitations of Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) technologies. In an ideal world, knowledge in Wikis
would be represented semantically, such that ﬁne-grained
knowledge facts could be extracted and evaluated for inclusion
in a reader’s view of the knowledge (Similar to Ontowiki[3]
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do this is to use the sign of f as the indicator function:

vi ∈ C if fi ≥ 0
(10)
vi ∈ C if fi < 0

but without the limitation of only being able to handle simple
cases). However, NLU is not mature enough to accomplish this
task with sufﬁcient accuracy. Therefore, instead of analyzing
the content directly, TrustWiki analyzes contributors as a proxy
for subjective attitudes in dividing up the content.
TrustWiki separates contributors into groups and presents
(to a reader) the information provided by an editor group
which is most compatible and credible to the reader based
on previous interactions and background similarity. More
speciﬁcally, for each article, it ﬁrst clusters editors based on
social similarity to magnify the consensus within each group.
Then, it evaluates which editor cluster is most similar to the
reader and presents the textual content based on the aggregated
contributions of members from this closest cluster.
As described in Section II-A, social context information
is embedded in Gsocial (V, E), therefore we want to ﬁnd
a partition algorithm on the graph. This partition can be
formalized by the mincut problem. Given a weighted graph
described by matrix A and a clustering C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck },
we can calculate the weighted cut by:
W Cut(C) =

K 


Cut(Ck , Ck )

TrustWiki accepts this (sign) property and sets the default
clustering number as two, as it regards controversial articles as
polarizing editors into either positive or negative camps. Note
too that the number of clusters may also vary or be customized
according to speciﬁc scenarios.
The editor clustering process employed by TrustWiki equipped with spectral clustering is summarized in the following steps:
1) From Gsocial (V, E) which contains all the users of a
Wiki, a subgraph G < V  , E  > is extracted with nodes
V  , which are editors speciﬁcally related to the article.
2) Perform spectral clustering algorithm on the subgraph
G .
3) Assign the closest cluster to a reader as the most credible
editor group with regard to the article. The reader’s
distance to a cluster depends on the average of his/her
social similarity with everyone in the cluster.
After the clustering process, TrustWiki recognizes the editor
group most compatible and credible to the reader. Even though
the closest cluster may contain some untrustworthy editors
(due to noise in social similarity values), the reader still
has a high probability of acquiring his/her most compatible
information. Moreover, if the reader does not like the provided
content, his/her optional feedback will inﬂuence the decision
of TrustWiki when choosing an editor cluster for him/her in
future interactions.

(6)

k=1 k =k

where
Cut(Ck , Ck ) =



Aij

(7)

i∈k j∈k

Usually, Equation 7 is normalized to counteract outliers as
follows:
  Aij
(8)
Cut(Ck , Ck ) =
vol(Ck )

i∈k j∈k

C. Format of Knowledge Presentation

where vol(Ck ) is the combined weight of all edges in Ck .
So the goal of the mincut problem is to ﬁnd a clustering
C∗ such that:
W Cut(C∗) = min W Cut(C)
C

We discuss the content and format of the knowledge information that is to be provided to the reader in this section. As
we mentioned in Section I, the knowledge presentation of an
article provided by traditional Wiki systems like Wikipedia is
the latest historical text version, which is easy to implement
with current technology. However, if TrustWiki decides to
maximize the knowledge provided by the most trusted cluster
of contributors, it must ﬁrst realize that the pieces of knowledge contributed by these trusted editors are inconsecutive,
hardly distinguishable, or even incomplete natural language
information spread over several (or all) historical article versions. It is quite difﬁcult to assemble and organize these pieces
of knowledge in a way as coherent, readable and smooth as
a Wikipedia’s latest version article version, since the ﬁnest
granularity of knowledge representation in current popular
Wiki systems is the free-text of an article. Bias is easily hidden
in the narrative, and the technologies for re-writing the prose
of an article to remove subjective bias are in their infancy.
One possible solution involves utilizing semantic web technologies in knowledge contribution and presentation. Semantic
web technologies yield a much ﬁner-grained knowledge store
that can generate desirable content and remove biases, by
associating knowledge facts with their contributors, and then

(9)

An approximation to this mincut problem is spectral
clustering[23], which recursively partitions the data set by
removing edges and evaluating the mincut until k clusters are
identiﬁed. The general process of spectral clustering contains
two steps: ﬁrst, compute the unnormalized Laplacian matrix L
from the weighted adjacency matrix W ; and second, apply the
k-means algorithm to cluster the ﬁrst k eigenvectors of L into
C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck }. TrustWiki adopts the normalized spectral clustering introduced by Shi and Malik[21] to compute
eigenvectors. The approximated clustering result is subjected
to the centroids of the k-means algorithm.
As to one property of spectral clustering, if the cluster
number is two, then the k-means algorithm is not necessary.
The solution can be given by the second smallest eigenvector
f of L. In order to obtain a partition of the graph we need to
re-transform the real-valued solution vector f of the relaxed
problem into a discrete indicator vector. The simplest way to
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taking advantage of the social context between all editors and
readers in order to tailor the presentation of the accumulated
knowledge to an individual reader. However, an appropriate
and general ontology for storing all the knowledge and social
context necessary to produce natural language articles with
the same readability as Wikipedia’s latest-article version is
unavailable.
To utilize the power of social context as well as semantic
web technologies but make the problem tractable, TrustWiki
makes a compromise by presenting knowledge in an adapted
article version together with an auxiliary “Summary Board”.
The adapted article version, with similar readability of a
Wikipedia latest article version, contains the most accepted
historical versions of paragraphs by the trusted editor cluster.
Speciﬁcally, TrustWiki breaks down the original Wiki article
into paragraphs, and for each controversial paragraph, TrustWiki essentially allows editors to provide votes on all historical
versions through their modiﬁcations and contributions. It then
combines three factors to decide which historical version of a
paragraph is most popular with the trusted editor cluster. These
three factors include the number of positive and negative votes
(F B ∈ {−1, 1}), the social similarity SIM between a reader
and each voter, and the time delta of each paragraph version.
Then TrustWiki chooses a paragraph version vi with the highest score S and presents it to the reader. A simple formula is
provided in Equation 11 to combine the three factors described
above, which also downweights older historical modiﬁcations,
and normalizes the range of the trust score to lie between [-1,
1]:

F B(ei ) × SIM (r, ei )
arctan(Δ)

× (1 −
) (11)
S = ei ∈E
π
|E|
2

and generates a list of facts and evidence provided by trusted
editors. At present, the simplest ontology for the “Summary
Board” speciﬁes that fact instances adhere to the form of
subject + predicate + object, and are ordered by contribution
time and social similarity. While this ontology allows for easy
Natural Language Generation, a more general ontology that
allows for more sophisticated language constructs is desirable
for merging the adaptive article version and “Summary Board”
into one uniﬁed form for knowledge presentation.
The most popular historical trusted article and the “Summary Board” are both forms of personalized knowledge presentation. Personalization of knowledge presentation has been
widely used to ﬁlter information on the web to accommodate
individual preferences by Google and Yahoo in search engine
result rankings. We extend this approach to Wiki systems by
allowing readers of such content to manipulate social parameters (when calculating editor clusters) which then adjusts
the prioritization of the content being presented. Whereas
traditional Wiki systems present predetermined knowledge to
all readers, TrustWiki provides readers with the capability
to ﬂexibly customize the knowledge presentation. While we
acknowledge that providing this functionality increases the risk
of reinforcing reader biases, we observe the better utility of
customizable tools for ﬁltering online content in general and
point out that TrustWiki allows the reader to customize their
score threshold, such that no content is ﬁltered. The additional
level of control allows the user to set preferences according
to their sensibilities, much like the many ubiquitous personalization mechanisms found elsewhere in online systems.
The need for manipulating social parameters derives from
two concerns. One concern is that the social similarity may
be inaccurate, depending on how little information Wiki users
choose to provide. This, in turn, potentially causes TrustWiki
to display opposing views to the reader in the presentation
layer erroneously. Another concern is that the compatible
viewpoints tailored to the user may only provide partial
details, which do not reﬂect the whole story on a controversial
article. These concerns can be counteracted by providing
a customizable knowledge presentation interface to readers.
First, with minor modiﬁcation, TrustWiki allows a user to view
the second, third, or nth compatible historical versions of each
paragraph within its interface, based on a readers selectable
preference. Moreover, TrustWiki can alternatively compute S
scores based on the “untrusted” editor cluster and provide the
reader an article of the “opposing” viewpoints. Since advanced
readers can manipulate the knowledge presentation by adjusting social parameters, such as trust value threshold and weights
of background categories used in the model, a reader could
obtain a clear idea about what kinds of people agree/disagree
a certain historical version, why they agree/disagree, and better
judge how credible they are.

where r is the current reader, E is the set of all trusted editors
who provided feedback to the historical version and Δ is its
time difference.
Intuitively, the score S for each paragraph version assumes
that the higher the number of trusted editors who provided
positive feedback, and the more recent a historical version is,
the more reliable the paragraph is to the reader r. In this way,
a readable article with credible paragraphs is produced.
The advantage of the adaptive article version is that it reads
as smooth as a traditional Wiki, but presents more credible
and compatible knowledge. Nevertheless, the weakness of
the adaptive article version is that it might only capture
partial facts and evidence if the most popular paragraphs do not fully include all credible knowledge content. To
mitigate this, TrustWiki incorporates an auxiliary page, the
“Summary Board”, which looks like Wikipedia’s “discussion”
page. This “Summary Board” displays the combined facts,
evidence, and arguments contributed by the nearest editor
cluster (with respect to the reader). The difference between
Wikipedia’s “Discussion” page and TrustWiki’s “Summary
Board” is that the “Discussion” page as it currently stands
is merely a fusion of editors’ opinions on subtopics, which
cannot guarantee content reliability. Conversely, the TrustWiki
“Summary Board” is built on an underlying ontology model

III. E XPERIMENTS AND E VALUATION
The ideal approach to verify TrustWiki’s performance would
be to experiment with real Wikipedia data, as it enjoys
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signiﬁcant amounts of content, contributors, and readers. Unfortunately, as a practical matter this is not achievable, since
Wikipedia currently contains little social context, no reader
information, and semantic content is locked away in natural
language. To address these, one would have to implement
TrustWiki outside of Wikipedia, accumulate signiﬁcant numbers of contributors, readers, and content, and then evaluate the
model. Needless to say, this would be a prolonged process,
which is not necessary for evaluating how well the method
differentiates viewpoints in text based on social similarity.
We therefore adopt a case study approach in our evaluation,
choosing two cases randomly from among Wikipedia’s list
of controversial articles3 (speciﬁcally, “Net Neutrality” and
“Smoking”), and another from the heated discussions surrounding a controversial article featured in the New York
Times on the historical role of Africans in slavery.
Due to the lack of a standard measure to quantify the
quality of an article (which is subjective to different readers),
the experiments focus instead on the evaluation of editor
clustering as a proxy for viewpoint differentiation. We believe
correcting readers from the wrong cluster to the right one
is less important since the system can quickly remedy that
from user feedback. So the goal of our experiment is to
determine whether consensus is obvious within a cluster,
while divergence is signiﬁcant across clusters. To complete
the evaluation, three kinds of information are needed:
• The social background information of Wiki users, including nationality, education, profession and recognized
communities.
• The feedback (e.g., positive/negative) among users on
each other’s modiﬁcation(s).
• The attitudes ( e.g. positive/negative) of each editor
denoting his/her stance on the topic, which is used as
ground truth to evaluate the clustering result.
We will ﬁrst introduce the approaches we used to collect these
two kinds of information and then present the performance of
TrustWiki on the three experiments.
Since the data sources of the experiments are not identical, we collect the above information in different ways for
Wikipedia articles (Net Neutrality and Smoking) and the New
York Times article.
For the articles in Wikipedia (e.g. Net Neutrality and
Smoking in our experiments), we take the top n nonanonymous/identiﬁable content contributors whose background information can be collected in their user pages 4 ,
so that a background network can be generated for these
editors. As to the feedback interaction and the ground truth
attitude labeling, unfortunately, Wikipedia does not allow
editors to indicate their attitude toward either an article or
another editor’s comment, so obtaining the interaction among
editors and the ground truth of their attitude toward an article
involved human tagging of individual revisions. To mimic the
feedback interaction among editors, we adopt a trust model
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:User

introduced by Adler[1] which simulates “positive”/“negative”
feedback among editors based upon their modiﬁcation actions
on previous contributions. As such, in our trust model, if user
ui appends or reverts to an edit of user uj ’s, we determine that
ui gives a positive feedback to the edit of uj . Conversely, if ui
deletes or corrects an edit of uj ’s, we determine that ui gives
a negative feedback to the edit of uj . The trust value from ui
to uj can be calculated by Equation 1 based on the number
of positive feedbacks and the number of negative feedbacks.
To determine the attitude of an editor ui toward an article, we go through ui ’s historical edits on an article and
discern whether the individual modiﬁcation (with respect to
the previous version exclusively) makes the topic more or
less favorable and apply a label to that edit consistent with
that determination. Once all edits are marked, we sum them
to decide into which group to associate the contributor. As
such, it is important to point out that “positive”/“negative”
labels are indicative of edits that reﬂect the human-discernable
attitudes of the editor toward the article topic, not necessarily
a violation of the NPOV guidelines governing Wikipedia
contributions. Further, some edits are not describable in this
way; examples include the addition of inter-wiki links, minor spelling/capitalization/punctuation corrections, and neutral
word substitutions. Edits corresponding to these events are
labeled as “Neutral”. For those edits which are discernable,
we mark a change as “positive” if it casts the article about
the topic in a more favorable light, and “negative” if it
makes the article more critical of the topic. Examples in
the Positive case might be the insertion of facts supporting
Net Neutrality in the corresponding article, or the removal
of content condemning Smoking in the article on that topic.
Similarly, Negative labeling examples might be the removal
of supportive remarks about Net Neutrality for the article on
that topic, or the addition of new content regarding Smoking
cessation programs in the article on Smoking. If ui ’s “Positive”
edits are obviously more than “Negative” edits (e.g., more
than two), we label ui as positive toward the article, and vice
versa. Therefore, we can coarsely obtain the feedback among
editors and their attitudes toward the same article. The jobs of
feedback determination and attitude labeling for the two use
cases were performed by two different people separately to
avoid the same personal bias on revisions.
For the case study on the New York Times article, we selected an online debate surrounding an article entitled “Ending the
Slavery Blame-Game” which was published in the New York
Times on April 23, 2010 by Dr. Henry Louis Gates, Jr.[8].
His article highlighted the signiﬁcance of the historical role
played by Africans in the slave trade and advocated in-depth
discussion on that role before offering reparations to decedents
of victims. As one might assume, this essay generated strong
reactions from many scholars and individual commentators,
with ﬁerce support on both sides of the issue.
We collected the opinions expressed from 23 nonanonymous respondents with disparate ethnic, professional,
and geographical/biographical backgrounds, and used this information to build our background network. The correspond-
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We performed spectral clustering on the background, trust,
and the combined similarity networks separately to investigate
their effectiveness for viewpoint clustering. Figure 3 shows the
performance of the TrustWiki clustering algorithm on the three
experiments. Three important conclusions can be derived from
the Jaccard Index result.
First, we ﬁnd that the Jaccard Index of the trust network in
the three experiments shows that sufﬁcient editor interaction
is a key factor for discovering editor communities. In the last
experiment (pertaining to slavery), the Jaccard Index from
trust network is much higher than the others because the
editors wrote comments explicitly agreeing with or opposing
one another and their words made apparent their attitudes
towards the topic. On the contrary, the real-content-driven trust
model[1] used in the Wikipedia experiments is too limited to
deduce an editor’s attitude toward the corresponding topic for
a signiﬁcant portion of the contributions. Further, contributor
attitudes toward comments from the other editors were much
harder to discern in Wikipedia. Therefore, a sufﬁcient trust
system is necessary in order to discover editor communities
and obtain their driving factors, but that interpersonal network
is currently hidden in Wikipedia.
Second, we show that the Jaccard Index between the background networks are low, which we attribute to the fact that all
background categories are treated equal in our experiments. In
reality, different background categories play variable roles of
inﬂuence on editors’ opinions given a particular topic. Taking
the experiment pertaining to slavery as an example, if we
only use the ethnicity category (black/non-black) to construct
the background network, the Jaccard Index produced by this
background network is 0.4486486, unsurprisingly reﬂecting
more consistency than the 0.3684211 index achieved when
considering all background categories equally. The weight of
each category when calculating background similarity should
therefore be trained based on sufﬁcient training samples with
statistical learning methods, such as regression and classiﬁcation.
Finally, we note that the social similarity networks do not
consistently outperform the component (trust and background)
networks. As a consequence, the combination of trust and
background networks produce better results only when both
component networks are built on accurate social and biographical information.
Based on an editor clustering produced by an accurate
similarity network, credible paragraphs can be selected and
presented as an readable article. All the experiment data,
including the background information, feedback information
and labeling can be obtained on our web site5 .
Due to the limited information provided in Wikipedia, we
mocked up an example of the “Summary Board” for the
experiment pertaining to the slavery topic. In Figure 4, the left
column contains the knowledge provided by the “for” cluster
and the right column contains the knowledge provided by the
“against” cluster.

The Histogram of Attitudes on the Three Experiments
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Fig. 2. The Number of Editors and Their Attitudes in The Three Use Cases.

ing trust network was then constructed from their commentaries. If a contributor quotes another contributor’s comment/publication positively, we regard it as a positive feedback. By
contrast, if a contributor rebuts another contributor’s comment/publication, we regard it as a negative feedback. With support
from the experts in the Geography Department of the University of California Davis, we determined that 8 contributors
(including Dr. Gates) maintained that the African role must
be examined before any discussion of reparation payment to
descendants of slaves. The other 15 people, however, refuted
the argument and called Dr. Gates’ attention to the fact the
enslavement of the Africans mostly occurred in America,
along with other salient facts.
Figure 2 shows the number of content contributors corresponding to the three kinds of attitudes on each experiment.
Observing two distinct camps, we clustered the commentators into two groups. In order to get a clear idea of the
effectiveness of our components, namely the trust network,
background network and the combined social similarity network, we performed spectral clustering separately on the three
different network types.
Since the Jaccard Index[9] has been commonly used to
assess the similarity between different partitions of the same
dataset, we evaluated clustering accuracies using the Jaccard
Index calculated between our ground-truthed labeled groups
and the clustering results for each network type. The level of
agreement between a set of class labels P and a clustering
result Q is determined by the number of pairs of points
assigned to the same cluster in both partitions as in Equation
12:
a
(12)
J(P, Q) =
a+b+c
where a denotes the number of pairs of points with the same
label in P and assigned to the same cluster in Q, b denotes the
number of pairs with the same label but in different clusters
and c denotes the number of pairs in the same cluster but with
different class labels. The Jaccard Index produces a result in
the range [0, 1], where a value of 1.0 indicates that C and K
are identical.

5 http://dsl.cs.ucdavis.edu/
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The Evaluation of TrustWiki Based on Experiments

For
JaeWhan is acontributorofanAsian
AmericanIntellectualismandActivism
website.Hethinks:
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goofanger.
•Gatesstepsbackandlooksatthe
facts.
Gatesdemonstratesdistancingfrom
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Fig. 5.

EricFoner isaprofessorofColumbia
University.Hethinks:
•Thegreatgrowthofslaveryinthis
countryoccurredaftertheclosingof
theAtlanticslavetradein1808.
•Africansdid nothing totheslave
tradewithintheUnitedStates.

The Architecture of TrustWiki

In our previous work, we presented a prototype Facebook
application, SocialWiki[24], which mainly focuses on handling
vandalism in Wikipedia. Even though TrustWiki serves a
different purpose and adopts a completely different approach,
this work can still utilize the general architecture of SocialWiki
as Figure 5 shows. Similar to SocialWiki, TrustWiki can be
built as an application in Facebook to lower the barrier of
adoption for accumulating users over a prolonged period of
time. With the Facebook API, TrustWiki can collect basic user
information easily, such as proﬁles and friendship relationships. The only requirement for this to work is for the application
to request permissions from users to access their proﬁles, and
to further allow authentication in TrustWiki using Facebook
credentials.
As described in Section II-A, the user social similarity
network model of TrustWiki consists of distinct trust and
background networks. Using the Facebook API as above,
the trust network can be initialized with the friendship information extracted from a user’s Facebook friendship list.
As a consequence, when a new user joins TrustWiki, s/he
brings along additional friendship information to TrustWiki.
Although statically initialized from Facebook, the trust network is dynamically maintained by user interaction inside
TrustWiki, independent of changes to the outside friendship
status in Facebook. This means that sharing a friendship
relationship in Facebook is neither a sufﬁcient nor necessary
condition for existence of a trust relationship in TrustWiki after
initialization. The edges of the trust network are directional
and their weights are initialized as α (e.g., 0.5) if the pairwise
users are not friends in Facebook, or a higher value β if
the pairwise users are linked. Weights of edges are updated
according to users’ explicit feedback.
Similarly, using the user’s Facebook proﬁle, the background
network is constructed through matching ﬁelds between users
or explicitly requiring additional user inputs in TrustWiki.
Then, by combining trust and background networks, integrated
social similarity can be calculated by Equation 5.
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theroleofAfricantribesandnations
intheBlackHolocaust.
•Gates'essaysupportsbyworksof
•ChaunceyDeVegadoesnotbelieve
LindaHeywood andJohnThorton.
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•BlackAmericanshasmuchto
Thorton supportsbyextant
celebratehere.
Eurocentricrecords.
•BlackAmericanshascreatedagainst
unbelievableodds.
•BlackAmericansdoesnotneed
…
inspirationfromthemythicpast.

…
Fig. 4. Example of Summary Board generated from knowledge facts stored
in semantic form

The experimental results demonstrate that the TrustWiki
model is effective for presenting knowledge on controversial
subjects if provided with appropriate background information
and a sufﬁcient trust network. Based on the customizable
knowledge presentation model, a reader is empowered to not
only receive the most credible and compatible information by
default, but also perceive knowledge from another angle by
customizing the social context parameters.
IV. F URTHER D ISCUSSION
A. Implementation of TrustWiki
We have introduced the model of TrustWiki and showed its
performance with case studies. In this section, we will discuss
its implementation and applicability to other problems in open
Wiki systems.
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As we discussed in Section II-C, the compatible and credible knowledge presentation layer of TrustWiki is customizable, allowing user inputs to customize the social similarity
parameters, such as weights and background categories used
in clustering, as well as the parameters used in paragraph
selection.

in Wikipedia is not strictly a consensus problem is that
consensus problems assume each individual cannot obtain any
beneﬁt without achieving agreement, which is not the case in
Wikipedia.
B. Conﬂict and Coordination in Wikipedia
There are already some research efforts[22], [11], [12]
which have delved into the conﬂict and coordination problems
in Wikipedia. As we mentioned in Section I, their efforts focus
on analyzing and visualizing the conﬂict patterns rather than
ﬁxing the problem for readers. Viégas[22] introduced a new
visualization tool to reveal collaboration patterns within the
wiki context. Kittur’s earlier work[11] examined the research
on conﬂict problem and described the development of tools
to characterize conﬂict and coordination costs in Wikipedia.
His later work[12] introduced a mapping technique that takes
advantage of socially-annotated hierarchical categories while
dealing with the inconsistencies and noise inherent in the
distributed way that they are generated.
The key difference between the previous research and our
work is that we focus on resolving the conﬂict problem for
the reader and thereby reinforce the NPOV policy, rather than
focusing on understanding the conﬂict patterns themselves.

B. Applicability of TrustWiki to other Wiki Problems
The effectiveness of TrustWiki is not limited to conﬂict
problems. Two other concerns, vandalism and minority opinion suppression, also beneﬁt from the TrustWiki model. A
2007 peer-reviewed study[19] that measured the actual number
of page views with damaged content concluded that 42%
of damage is repaired almost immediately, i.e., before it
can confuse, offend, or mislead readers. Nonetheless, given
Wikipedia’s popularity, this leaves hundreds of millions of
damaged views. With TrustWiki, vandals are clustered and
thereby only inﬂuence readers socially close to them. Individual vandals may be mingled with trusted editors, but their
identities can be easily revealed since TrustWiki maintains a
social context state. That is, their trust values with respect
to other users can be decreased quickly by negative feedback
events from readers. As a result, the inﬂuence of vandalism is
diminished in TrustWiki.
Minority opinion suppression in Wikipedia is another problem which is paid little attention. With an open editing
model, the Wiki articles mostly reﬂect the viewpoints of the
majority of editors, though the truth may instead stand with
the minority. Previous research[16], [10], [15] has manifested
the inﬂuence power of minority group in social inﬂuence.
However, in current Wiki systems, minority opinion is easily
removed when these opinions are not tolerated by the majority. Without a fair channel to spread their viewpoints, it is
unrealistic to share these opinions, truthful or not. TrustWiki
provides a chance for the minority to be heard by allowing the
user to adjust parameters that inﬂuence other readers socially
close to them. When open-minded readers, who are not close
to the minority, adjust their social parameters towards the
minority editor cluster, it increases the likelihood for others
who are similar to such open minded readers to also view these
contributions, thus spreading the inﬂuence of the minority.

C. Trust in Knowledge Presentation and Perception
The importance of a speaker’s credibility has been studied
in epistemology from ancient times. In Aristotle’s systematization of rhetoric[4], a public speaker’s character and credibility
to the audience in a discourse is mentioned as ethos, which
can inﬂuence an audience to consider the speaker to be believable. Recent rhetoric scholars[14] regard ethos as “source
credibility” and suggested three dimensions for the credibility
construct: expertness, trustworthiness and intention toward the
receiver.
The concern of content accuracy in Wikipedia arises because “ethos” of editors are not disclosed. Several trust and
reputation models have been proposed to discover reliable
editors. Adler et al.[1] proposed a content-driven reputation
system for Wikipedia authors where authors gain reputation
when their edits are preserved by subsequent authors, and
lose reputation when their edits are reverted. Thus, author
reputation in their view is based on content evolution only
and user-to-user comments or ratings are not used. In our
previous research, SocialWiki[24], we described our prototype
Wiki system which leverages the power of social networks to
automatically manage reputation and trust for Wiki users in
terms of the content they contribute and the ratings they receive. We extend this work to also address bias in contributions
by leveraging social context as a proxy for user attitudes on
controversial topics, and then use this information to generate
personalized content for each reader.

V. R ELATED W ORK
A. Consensus Problem
The consensus problem has a long history in computer
science and forms the foundation of the ﬁeld of distributed
computing[13]. In networks of agents (or dynamic systems), “consensus” involves reaching an agreement regarding a
certain quantity of interest that depends on the state of all
agents. Formal study of consensus problems in groups of
experts originated in management science and statistics in the
1960s (See DeGroot[5] and references therein). The theoretical
framework for posing and solving consensus problems for
networked dynamic systems was introduced by Olfati-Saber
and Murray[20], [17] which builds on the earlier work of
Fax and Murray[6], [7]. The reason that the conﬂict problem

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
An open Wiki system often involves the concern of content reliability, which is due to to several factors. First, the
knowledge storage in the current popular Wiki systems are
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text based, making the knowledge representation too coarse
grained. Second, these same systems lack a way for automated systems to query and track contributor interactions,
and provide no facetted interface for contributors to enter
biographical background, even if they so wish. Finally, these
systems present only that knowledge that appears in the last
historical version, which may have been vandalized or subtly
altered to further an agenda.
Here we evaluate a system that attempts to address these
shortcomings. Our ultimate approach is to preserve contributed
knowledge as facts in a semantic knowledge store, while taking
the intermediate step of breaking up knowledge stored in
natural language articles at the paragraph level to increase
knowledge granularity. In concert with this, we track social
context among contributors, inferring afﬁnity relationships
between contributors based on their modiﬁcations to articles
and their biographical similarity with others. And ﬁnally,
we combine these factors with a customizable knowledge
interface to allow readers to better adjust their trust level
with respect to groups of contributors, and thus drive the
knowledge presentation layer towards more reliable content
from the reader’s perspective. Leveraging the social context,
our model, TrustWiki, has great potential to reveal editors’
social factors, provide credible knowledge, balance conﬂicting
viewpoints, miticate minority opinion suppression and prohibit
vandalism.
In our future work, we are interested in the implementation
of TrustWiki model as a Facebook application to provide
more accurate social context for readers and contributors,
as well as provide a means of authenticated feedback on
revisions. In concert with this, we would like to integrate the
WYSIWYM[18] methodology in order to allow contributors
to input knowledge facts in a ﬁne-grained form directly into
the knowledge base while simultaneously being able to read
the natural language text that will be generated by those
facts, given the ontology of our system. Further, Facebook
integration allows for direct attribution of these contributed
semantic facts to speciﬁc contributors, which greatly improves
the social context awareness in our system. Meanwhile, we
will study different methods to construct social graphs for
clustering and test their effectiveness in clustering. We hope
we can collect enough users to evaluate our solution, but large
scale simulations will also be carried out ﬁrst to obtain a rough
idea of the practical feasibility at scale. We are also interested
in applying TrustWiki model to other types of knowledge
presentation applications, such as Q&A systems (e.g., Yahoo!Answers) and other collaboratively created knowledge
repositories.
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